
DETACHED VILLA WITH 4 BEDROOMS
 Benahavís

REF# R4444600 – 1.990.000€

4
Beds

3.5
Baths

605 m²
Built

512 m²
Plot

242 m²
Terrace

Exceptional villa designed with the best qualities. The community where it is located is much more than 
that, much more than a word: BE LAGOM is a whole philosophy of life. Lagom speaks to us of everything 
that is 'almost perfect', in short, what is right for you: neither excessive nor limited. It is just what you need 
for your happiness.

Enjoy its more than 5,000 m2 of green spaces made up of Mediterranean gardens with pergolas and 
vegetable gardens, swimming pools and terraces. A natural oasis surrounded by woods, fruit trees and 
flowers. Connect your essence with nature. This exceptional villa is designed with the best qualities, 
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designed by the prestigious architecture studio González & Jacobson, who make the property a true work 
of art with materials that do not hide their essence, provide warmth and serve the architecture.

In addition, the gardens of Be Lagom reflect Laura Pou's passion for landscaping, always in search of 
beauty, innovation and environmental responsibility. A WAY OF LIFE

Most of Benahavís' narrow, white, typically Moorish streets lead to sunny squares, giving the village an 
Andalusian feel. With its golf courses nestling in the foothills of the Serranía de Ronda, it is a favourite 
place to enjoy nature and opulent urbanisations that have been skilfully incorporated into the surrounding 
natural landscape.

Benahavís, which was established by the Moors under the protection of a fortress in the 10th century, is 
today the ideal fusion of tradition and modernity.

A picturesque community with unlimited potential as a prime tourist destination.

Due to its unique qualities, some of Spain's most opulent hotels and urbanisations have chosen it, making 
Benahavís one of the most sought-after holiday resorts on the Costa del Sol.
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